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In eukaryotic cells microtubules and actin filaments help to generate the spatial organization of the cytoplasm that is required for polarity and shape. Recent work in fission yeast demonstrates that changing cell shape in turn reorganizes the cytoskeleton and cell polarization machinery.
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Decades of research have established that cell shape and spatial organization of the cytoplasm are guided by the cytoskeleton, but it remains unknown how or whether the imparted shape influences the underlying cytoskeleton and polarization of the cell. Two studies published recently in Current Biology from Terenna et al. [1] and Minc et al. [2] address how changing the cell shape of fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe affects its microtubule organization and polarization. They demonstrate that changes in cell shape lead to rapid reorganization of the microtubule cytoskeleton, which in turn results in the polarization of the cell cortex at ectopic sites that may grow into new cell tips.
Many of the molecular mechanisms controlling cell polarity are thought to be conserved from mammalian cells to simpler eukaryotes like yeast, whose stereotypic pattern of growth reflects an underlying polarity [3, 4] . Fission yeast is a cylindrically shaped organism that grows exclusively at its cell ends, thus providing a simple system to study polarized cell growth. Growing ends of fission yeast contain actin patches linked to polarized actin cables, which serve as tracts for the delivery of secretory components for cell growth [5] . The formin For3p concentrates at cell tips where it nucleates actin cables. For3p is activated at the cell tips by various factors, including the forming-activating protein Bud6p and the Cdc42p GTPase [6] . Microtubules regulate the localization of this self re-enforcing actin system at the growing cell ends. The microtubule network in fission yeast is made up of between three and five antiparallel microtubule bundles largely aligned along the long axis of the cell. The minus ends of microtubules are clustered around the nucleus at the cell center, while the dynamic plus ends extend towards the cell tip where they contact the cortex for 1-2 minutes before undergoing disassembly from the plus end, known as catastrophe [7, 8] . Microtubules constantly explore the cellular space, and therefore provide a good means for the delivery of regulatory factors to the cell ends. Various factors, including the kelch-repeat protein Tea1p and SH3 domain protein Tea4p, are delivered to the cell ends by the microtubules. As the microtubule plus end contacts the cell cortex, Tea1p and Tea4p are offloaded there via the membrane-bound receptor Mod5p. Tea1p and Tea4p subsequently recruit For3p and its activator Bud6p, thereby restricting actin assembly and cell growth to the cell ends [5, [9] [10] [11] [12] . Thus, the microtubule and actin cytoskeletons collaborate to orchestrate cell growth at the tips.
Fission yeast cells encapsulated in a rigid cell wall are 'born' with a cylindrical shape and with defined cell tips and ordered cytoskeletal arrays. It is known that the organization of microtubules along the long axis of the cell is dependent on its cylindrical shape. Mutant cells with altered morphology also have disorganized microtubule bundles [10] but the causality between cytoskeletal organization and cell shape had not yet been established. Terenna et al. [1] and Minc et al. [2] use novel micro-fabricated chambers to achieve rapid changes in cell shape of wild-type cylindrical yeast cells. They show that bending fission yeast cells using physical means has immediate effects on microtubule organization. As bending increased, microtubule bundles did not reach the cell tips and underwent catastrophe upon contact with the cell cortex at the outer curvature of the bent cells. Minc et al. [2] make an interesting proposal that the interaction of microtubule tips with the lateral cell cortex is non-random in bent cells. They suggest the existence of specific microtubule attachment sites, which they define as 'hot spots'. Interaction of microtubule tips with these hot spots leads to stalling and subsequent catastrophe. Careful quantification of microtubule dynamics in normal and manipulated cells would help to understand the nature of such hot spots.
Soon after the microtubules contact such lateral cortical sites, polarity determinant molecules such as Bud6p, Tea1p, Mod5p, the activated form of Cdc42p and For3p were recruited to these sites in a microtubule-dependent manner, leading to the assembly of actin cables and patches. Thus, these new sites were primed for growth. Minc et al. [2] have studied how polarity determinants become localized at ectopic sites in bent cells and identify a novel molecular pathway for the establishment of these new sites of polarization. Surprisingly, establishment of new polarity sites in bent cells was shown to be independent of the Tea1p-Tea4p pathway. The authors show that localization of Bud6p at ectopic sites is dependent upon the plus-end-localized EB1 homolog Mal3p, the Cdc42p-and For3p-binding protein Moe1p and the formin For3p itself. It would be interesting in the future to study the temporal order in which these factors are recruited at the ectopic sites by microtubules. It is interesting to note that, while Terenna et al. [1] show that these ectopic sites are capable of tip extension and growth, Minc et al. [2] do not observe any growth on the lateral walls. Previous work has proposed that microtubule-dependent formation of new growth sites at cell ends is possible only in the presence of Tea1p [11] . How Tea1p could repress growth along the lateral sides while promoting growth at cell ends is currently unclear. In our opinion, why and how the cells evolved two independent pathways, one for growth at the cell tips and another on the lateral sides, and what advantage is provided to the cell by a pathway that allows growth at ectopic sites are interesting questions to address. Curiously, the very first report on fission yeast in their natural ecological niche in beerwort identified a variety of morphological forms, including branched forms [13] . Such variation in the natural population, with mutants that allow branching and repolarization, provides plasticity and might give an advantage in foraging and mate search and improve viability of those individuals in wild populations.
The studies of Terenna et al.
[1] and Minc et al. [2] elegantly show that changing cell shape alters the spatial organization of cytoskeleton and the site of polarization. Terenna et al. [1] further show that morphological mutants that have a disorganized microtubule cytoskeleton and mislocalized polarity factors revert to having an ordered array of microtubules and correct localization of polarity determinants when constrained to grow into cylindrical shapes. These experiments establish the existence of a strong feedback loop between cell shape and the cytoskeleton. How robust is this feedback loop? Careful analysis of the speed with which cell-shape recovery takes place after release from constraints could indicate the strength of this system. For instance, rod-shaped Escherchia coli cells retained the modified shape when released from such external constraints [14] . One should bear in mind, however, that these bacterial cells have a different mode of cell elongation where they grow only by addition of new material all along the lateral walls and not just at the poles like fission yeast [15] .
Further detailed studies on the precise mechanisms of morphological change will hopefully provide a deeper understanding into the evolution of shape in life forms. Finally, these studies offer novel ways of manipulating cell shape and increase our understanding of the fundamental relationship between cell morphology and its morphogenetic determinants. After all, it's all about being in shape!
